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Fixed Income- the new financing norm?
Are we beginning to see a fixed income market take the place of the bank loan
market? 2014 has gone down as the year most investors burnt their fingers in the equity
market. The industrial index went down 20%. If conditions persist, we have no reason to
expect that 2015 the index as a whole. But in the midst of this gloom, careful pickers will
generate moderate returns. The real estate market has not done that well as well too. Amid the
pessimism, the bond market has experienced a resurgence which we believe, is here to stay.
In our equity outlook report released last October 2014, we highlighted a build-up in cash
reserves which we interpreted as a buffer for companies facing an uncertain economic future.
Since October 2014, we have observed declining cash balances among companies on account
of weakening demand for goods and services. Despite low oil prices acting as a tax cut for
consumers, we believe it will do little to inspire spending back to the 2011 levels.
We therefore worry that further strain on private consumption will accelerate the rate of
company defaults and bankruptcies. This might be bad news for many but that will present an
opportunity for distressed debt restructurers and buyout firms. With valuation “multiples” at an
all-time low, we consider these conditions ripe for long term investors such as buyout firms.

Missed opportunities
The level of quantitative easing experienced in the US and Europe will probably not be repeated
in our lifetime. Rates have nearly touched 0% in the EU and America and have made holding
cash and treasury bills a very expensive undertaking. The effect has been abundant liquidity
indiscriminate about which assets to hold. It is sad that our uncertain economic policies have
repelled capital and we have subsequently missed this great windfall.

Themes for 2015
Looking ahead, economic performance will be trade driven
Private consumption which has steered the economy in recent years is expected to register
negative growth. We believe falling imports and an increase in exports will be the major driver
of economic growth in 2015. We also expect lumpy capital investments which will trigger
large capital formations.

Surging bond issuance
2013 and 2014 have seen a surge in both the number and value of bond issuances. We
expect the trend to persist and reach new heights in 2015. As long term bank loans continue
to shrink due to illiquidity prompted by rising non-performing loans, stronger companies
will consider issuing bonds for purposes varying from refinancing maturing loans to capital
expansions and acquisitions.

Defaults spurred by a decelerating economy
If the stock market is a true economic indicator of the future state of the real economy then
shrinking earnings point to an economy on the decline. The industrial index closed the year
2014, 20% lower. We expect the slowing economy to lead to more company bankruptcies
that will result in credit defaults.

Indigenisation law key to growth
Investors we speak with cite a lack of assurance on property rights as the biggest risk in
Zimbabwe. Our views of future economic performance will be hinged on the nature and form
of the indigenisation law. We believe that an absolute and not a “subject to negotiation”
indigenisation law will have an enormous positive effect on capital flows and FDI.
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Macro Outlook - 2015
Rationale

What will drive the economy in 2015?
Domestic Gross Domestic Product
16

Fixed income

At a forecasted inflation rate of 1%, the average
corporate bond’s coupon rate of 10% is providing a
9% real return. We believe bonds will emerge as one of
the best assets in 2015. Investors will do well to avoid
bonds of companies tied to the domestic economy.
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Equities

Looking ahead in 2015, most consumer based stocks
will suffer from a synchronised economic slow-down.
We expect overal earnings to shrink in 2015 leading to
subdued returns. However selective stock picking will
be rewarded.
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Real estate

Private equity

Commodities

Currencies

Shrinking manufacturing sector has restrained
commercial property prices and rentals. We expect the
trend to persist in 2015. Residential property prices
continue to face downward pressure from falling
households’ income and falling demand from diaspora.
Depressed stock market valuations have provided
attractive candidates for private equity managers. The
asset class is still immature but managers have picked
quality assets which can be held for long durations if
economic fundamentals fail to provide opportunities
for favourable exits in the short term.
Both agriculture and metal commodities have done
poorly in the last year. We expect low oil prices and
low interest rates across Europe and North America
to stoke inflation leading to demand for precious
metals. the price of industrial metals will unlikely show
significant change.

We expect the US dollar to continue firming up against
emerging markets currencies.

Private Consumption

Gross Capital Formation

Consumption of Private
non Profit Bodies

Net Exports of Goods
and Services

Government Consumption Expenditure

Source: IMF and Zimstats

Consumption expenditure
Post dollarization, private consumption has been a key driver of economic growth. From 2009 to 2013 private
consumption constituted 100% of gross domestic product. Actual data for 2013 from the Zimstat show that
private consumption’s contribution was 97% and 2014 IMF estimates have slowed from $13billion to $12.9billion.
We believe rising job losses will reinforce this trend in 2015.
We also forecast a negative growth in government spending and marginal growth for non-profit bodies.
We expect the shrinking tax base to limit government’s spending while an improvement in donor relations could
raise spending by non-government institutions.
Exports and Imports
The economy has been a net importer since 2009. In 2013, net exports were -$4.2billion and are estimated to
have slowed down to -$3billion in 2014. We expect much of the GDP growth for 2015 to emanate from cuts
in imports and marginal increases in exports. We forecast the net export position to improve to -$2.7billion. All
things equal, the strengthening US dollar will reduce expenditure on imports.
Capital formation
Gross capital formation which represents the magnitude of direct investment in the economy and the change in
inventory was only 13% of the gross domestic product in 2013. In the last five years it averaged 18%. We do not
expect changes in gross capital formation for 2015 to change from IMF’s 2014 estimates of $1.1billion (8%). But, given
the size of the economy, a mega project could significantly boost capital formation.
For 2014 and 2015 we expect private consumption to decline marginally in response to falling employment and
general liquidity constraints.

Sector – Economic contribution

Sector Financing

GDP and Growth Rates

The diagram below provides data on the size of bank loans held by the top seven sectors contributing to the
economic GDP. Loan concentration defines the size of loan holdings whereas risk concentration is the weighting
of risk per sector.
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Agriculture
Agriculture sector had received the second largest amount of financing of $482million from banks by June
2014. We believe financing for the agriculture sector could have been higher. Credit concentration was also
proportionately high at 16%. Underdeveloped property and land rights are discouraging financing in this sector.
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Wholesale and retail
Wholesale and retail sector holds the largest size of bank loans totalling $503million as at June 2014. The sector
has been resilient and least strained relative to other sectors. For the size of loans held, a risk concentration of
14% is conservative, less than of agriculture sector which is smaller in size.
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Manufacturing
Despite generating larger income than the agriculture sector, manufacturing sector held less bank loans amounting
to $370million. Restrained lending may be the result of banks reacting to the size of non-performing loans in the
manufacturing sector. Worries over high NPLs are reinforced by a disproportionate 15% risk concentration for the
sector. We expect loans channelled into the manufacturing sector to decrease together with income.

Loan Concentration and Risk-June 2014
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Transportation and communication is a sizable sector that is
accounting for 12% of the economy and generating income of
approximately $1.37billion – third largest sector contributor. Mining
and quarrying has to a large extent been tied to commodity prices,
showing strong contribution in 2011 following a peak in prices.
Mining has averaged a 21% growth between 2010 and 2013 but
has slowed to 6% in 2012 mostly as a result of uncertainties in the
indigenisation law.
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Agriculture, hunting and fishing and forestry sector is the
fourth largest sector according to Zimstat data with total income of
$1.36billion. IMF’s November 2014 Staff report estimates Agriculture
sector to contribute more than 60% of the economic growth that
will be realised for 2014. As we shared in our Market Outlook report
for 2015, we believe the sector will remain key in decelerating an
economic slippage into recession.
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Distribution combined with hotels and restaurants is the largest
industrial sector worth $1,9billion of spending a year and accounting
for 16.7% of the GDP. The manufacturing sector which has suffered
contraction from closure of companies is the second largest sector
contributing 12.7%.

Credit risk

Source: IMF

Mining and Quarrying
Lack of collateral and an uncertain indigenisation law have been deterrents to financing of the mining and
quarrying sector. Despite prevailing low commodity prices, local mines’ cost structures are significantly below the
global cost curve. This makes mineral production viable notwithstanding low prices.
We consider mining to be one of the few sectors with compelling financing opportunities. However, financing
start-ups will require flexible capital that includes mezzanine and equity - capital which banks are unable to provide.
Investment firms able to allocate capital flexibly up and down the balance sheet will be significantly rewarded.

Asset Class Performance

Emergent Research Portfolios

Overall, the Mining index outperformed all other asset classes in 2014 while the industrial index was the worst performer.

Asset Class Returns-2014
70%

Below we depict how different investing strategies performed in our model portfolios in the
last quarter of 2014. We created three model portfolios which have been active since the first
of October 2014.

Attributes

Emergent Stable

Emergent
Growth

Goals

Selected for stability
and income. To be held
for long term

Seeks medium to longterm growth of capital.
Stocks provide aboveaverage earnings
growth

Seeks to profit from
short term price and
value discrepancies.
Short term.

Large cap stocks with
strong competitive
advantages are
favourites.

Favours companies that
have strong growth
prospects. Currently,
the portfolio has a bias
for exporters.

Stocks that present
potential market
correction scenarios
e.g. spin-offs, M&As
and disposals.

Risk

Generally exhibits a
lower level of price
volatility

Presents moderate risk.

Associated with a
greater level of price
volatility

Stocks

Delta, Afdis, Econet
and BAT

NFHL, Padenga, Seed
Co and Hippo Valley

TA Holdings, Colcom,
Bindura Nickel and
Nicoz

-7.5%

1.9%

-12.5%

55%
40%
25%
10%
-5%
Mining
Equities

FX US$/ZAR

Corporate
Bonds

QuasiGovernment
Bonds

Real
estate

Cash in
bank

Government
Bonds

Source: ZSE, IMF, Emergent Research

Gold

Metals
price
index

Platinum

Industrial
Equities

-20%

Nature

Equities
Bindura Mining Corporation (BNC)’s 235% YOY increase propelled mining index’s strong performance of 71% in 2014. We expect
the mining index to post strong returns in 2015 again. We see current expansion and restoration of mining projects becoming a
new impetus for another good run for the mining index. There is a lack of consensus on the direction that metal commodities will
take in 2015. A preferable approach will be to invest based on operational performance and not anticipated lifting in prices.
In general, there are still interesting opportunities for discerning investors. We see these opportunities in three forms:
• Sector disconnection to economy - As the economy slows down not all sectors will move in the same direction. Some
companies and sectors will do well when consumption and spending patterns recalibrate as a matter of adapting to new
income levels.
• Under-valued quality stocks – Though we have cautioned readers against buying solely on the premise of valuation, we
expect the current market to present interesting picks in quality assets that are undervalued. Such stocks will resurge as
the general market mood lifts up.
• As we pointed out, if buyout firms can bargain hunt and find interesting deals, we believe it is a good strategy for the
investor to look out for possible takeover targets.
How did size play out?
In the absence of a major policy shift that inspires confidence, large cap companies are likely to underperform second year in a
row. Below are return measures for the three different categories of stocks for the year 2014:

Large Cap
Size
Total
Return

Med Cap

Small Cap

>$150m

$40m- $150m

<$40m

8

12

46

-10%

3%

-5%

By the end of 2014 there were only eight stocks classified as large caps. Collectively, the large cap index returned -10%. The medium
caps index which numbered eleven was the best performer at 3%. Performance of Small caps performed poorly posting a -5% return.
During times of declining consumption, medium caps are better flexible to deal with evolving markets and consumer
preferences which often require changes in product mix and strategy. The same cannot be said of large caps.

3 months
Return

Emergent Special
Situations

Outlook
The last quarter of 2014 registered the largest drop in performance across both the industrial
and mining indices.
Emergent Growth – The portfolio returned a 1.9% increase in value. Padenga and National
Food Holdings recorded the best gains of 12.5% and 9.7% respectively. HIPPO valley, a grossly
undervalued company in our opinion, lost 21.4%. Exporters, which comprise the porttolio
are expected to benefit from corporate tax cuts. We expect the portfolio to remain the best
performer in 2015. We could draw performance parallels between the med caps and this
portfolio. All the four stocks in this portfolio fall within the med cap range.
Emergent Special Situations - The portfolio had the worst performance of -12.5%. All stocks
declined in value led by Colcom and BNC which fell 16.7% and 15.8% respectively. We believe the
BNC fall was the result of softening Nickel prices and negative shareholder news. In our opinion
Colcom still presents great value for patient holders. To a large extent the overall portfolio’s fall can
be attributed to a broad market decline in the last quarter.

Emergent Stable – Delta, Econet and BAT struggled in the last quarter of
2014 with falls in value of not less than 20% for each company. AFDIS had
a phenomenal performance of 40%. We are wary of the dizzy heights the
company has reached. The recent fall in liquor duty price might draw back
to lagers, consumers that had been relegated to spirits. This past quarter
marked a reset in expectations followed by large downward movements.
Unimpressive results for Delta, Econet and BAT signalled weaker
consumption ahead. The portfolio as a whole declined by 7.5%.

Commodities
Commodities have suffered the most since beginning of the year. Slowing
economic growth out of China and fears of a slide into recession in some
parts of Europe put a lid on commodity prices. As the largest consumer of
commodities, drops in China’s factory and production measures have been
weighing on demand for most metals.
But we expect prices for precious commodities, gold and platinum to firm up.
We project that the fall in oil price in the last quarter of 2014 running into
2015 will inspire a resurgence in the price of platinum and gold. We expect
lower oil prices to stimulate increased car ownership which will support
demand for platinum and iron ore, both which are important raw materials in
car manufacturing. Despite persistent deflation in the greater part of Europe
and Japan, low rates in the US are expected to tick up inflation in 2015
raising demand for Gold and Platinum as an inflation hedge.

Portfolio Strategy for
institutional investors

5%

Private Equity

Investors including pension funds, assurance companies and retail
investors have varying investment horizons, income requirements
and risk-return appetites. It is necessary to present portfolios
that satisfy those investment goals. In the graphs below we have
portrayed three portfolio models namely for Aggressive; Moderate
and Conservative investors.

Portfolio models
a. Aggressive Portfolio Model
An Investor can assume more risk to achieve a greater return. The
investor may have the following attributes:
• Is willing to keep the majority of the funds invested for a
relatively long time of five or more years `
• Can tolerate market downturns and volatility for the possibility
of achieving greater long term gains
• Can stand longer durations before redemption can be made

Agressive Portfolio Model

10%

Private Equity

10%

Real Estate

Hedge Funds

Real estate prices for both commercial and residential property fell in 2014.
Contraction of the manufacturing sector reduced demand for warehouse and
factory space. On the upside, retail real estate is still an attractive asset due to
unrelenting investment in retail and FMCG sector.
Post dollarization, residential property was lifted by diaspora spending
and a resurgent mortgage market. Both have run out of steam since mid2013. We expect both prices and rentals to remain soft in 2015.

Moderate Portfolio Model

5%

15%

Hedge Funds

5%
Cash

40%
Equities

Real Estate

10%

Private Equity

c. Conservative Portfolio Model
A long term investor unwilling to take in volatility and more risk for
a potential upside. The portfolio fits an investor with the following
attributes:
• Requires income to meet frequent cash-flow demands or
redemptions from underlying contributors and investors
• Investor prioritises income over capital gains and beating
inflation
• Capital may be redeemed in less than five years
• Is unwilling to take additional risk for a potential upside

Cash

45%
Equities

15%

Conservative Portfolio Model

5%

Real Estate

Private Equity

15%

15%

Private Equity

Hedge Funds

5%

Foreign exchange
The US dollar has strengthened against all major currencies. An investor
who had converted South African rand currency into US dollars on
January 1 2014 would have ended the year with a 12% return. In light
of weakening oil prices expected to persist until mid-2015 and staying
below $70, we expect the US dollar to continue gaining ground against
oil producing countries particularly emerging markets. We expect such
oil dependent countries to experience worsening current accounts which
will weaken their currencies. Recent announcement of a surprise positive
current account balance in the last quarter for South Africa suggest that
we might see mild strengthening of the Rand against the dollar. This will
likely persist as long as oil prices remain in the low range.

25%

Cash

b. Moderate Portfolio Model
An intermediate risk-return portfolio model. It is a balanced blend
of short income generating and capital growth securities. This
portfolio may fit an investor with the following attributes:
• Is willing to keep the majority of the funds invested for a
relatively long time of five or more years
• Moderately concerned about beating inflation

30%

Real Estate

35%
Equities

10%

Private Equity

Growth in institutional investor capital
The pension and insurance industry began registering growth post dollarization. The lost decade of between 1998
and 2008 accompanied by hyper-inflation led to severe value destruction mostly in asset classes other than property.
Still reminiscent of these fund losses, current allocations are biased towards property as an asset class. A large part of
assets in pension and insurance funds today are premiums gathered in the last five years.
Government’s tighter regulations for pension contributions are helping to build assets. The future of capital markets
(bond and equity markets) will be primarily driven by insurance companies and pension funds.
According to IPEC, assets held by assurers and reassures grew by 9% to $1.6billion between June 2013 and June
2014. Self-administered pension funds’ year on year growth was 12% to $2billlion by June 2014. However, a slowing
economy and rising unemployment in the formal sector is decelerating growth in these assets.

Asset allocation – Insurance and Pension funds
As of June 2014 the insurance and pensions funds held total assets of $3,64billion. Most of the assets were held
in Property and Equities which constituted 35% and 33% respectively. The undeveloped money market held 10%
while 1% was held in cash and another 1% in prescribed assets. The remaining assets (20%) were invested in other
investments which include private equity and other alternatives including direct investments in companies.
In the graph below we highlight the importance of the property asset class to institutional investors. We have argued
at the beginning of this report that the days of a property price boom are now behind us. The main drivers; a thriving
mortgage market; high demand for property by diaspora and industrial expansion have disappeared and market
prospects are waning despite an accommodation deficit for residential market. This phenomenon points to a period of
marked downward movement in prices while rentals may remain sticky.

Prescribed assets
Government has prescribed assets that pension funds and insurance companies are required to invest
in. Below are thresholds for the different institutional investors.
Type of institution

Threshold

Short term insurance companies

5%

Life assurance companies

7.5%

Pension funds

10%

So far, prescribed assets have failed to attract required support from pensions and insurance industry.
Pension funds and insurance companies have sought guarantees that funds invested will be properly
managed and utilised for the intended use.

Loans and Deposits

Bank loan market
The graph below shows that despite
growth in deposits in 2013 and 2014
illiquidity has worsened as shown by a
credit slump in 2013. The slump from
$3,5billion to $3billion in 2013 was
largely the result of high default rate
that triggered a drop in credit creation.
Though deposits rebounded strongly
in 2014, we believe that deposits were
disproportionately short term and on
demand compared to earlier years.
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How the Credit industry is shaping the Markets?
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If anything, institutional investors will need to rebalance their portfolios by reducing their weighting of the real estate
assets. We are witnessing a number of housing developments sponsored by insurance companies and pension funds.
We are cautious about the price risk in this asset class. In addition to price risk, we believe the role of origination for
mortgage loans is best left to banks. For pension funds, the transaction costs of setting up the right infrastructure,
credit assessment, marketing properties and executing the deals is onerous. On the other hand Banks have pre-existing
infrastructure that they can leverage on.

On demand deposits do not provide the best conditions for long term loans. Hence in the last year we
have been witnessing a rise in short term loans relative to long durations. We believe the deterioration
in liquidity is largely the result of a mis-match in deposits and loans than anything else

Asset allocation -Insurance and Pension funds

Composition of Banking Sector Deposits

Over the last two years despite growing, deposits have been made at disproportionately shorter
durations. As shown below only 21% of all deposits are for periods in excess of 30days.
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Source: Insurance and Pensions Commission- Zimbabwe (June 2014)
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Bank loan quality

Currency risk
A stable and rising dollar provides downside currency risk protection for buyers of Zimbabwean bonds. Currency
is an important risk for international investors investing in African markets exposed to exchange rate volatility.
From the perspective of currency risk, Zimbabwean bonds are a better choice than those of African peers.

The size of NPLs more than doubled between March 2012 and September 2014. The steepest jump occurred
between November 2013 and September 2014 – a 5% increase. Despite credit creation reaching its highest in
five years non performing loans rose to unsustainable 21% level. The diagram below demonstrates this picture.

Low valuations in the equity market
In light of the indigenisation law, we expect foreign investors to purchase bonds as an alternative to
equity where they are restricted to take more than 51%. We believe the current conditions explained
above are here to stay for at least the next five years.

Banking Non Performing Loan Ratios: 2012-2014
25%

Where are bond issuances going?

20%

The majority of bonds have been raised for productive purposes. Of the seven bond issuances raised
in 2013 and 2014, six were issued for the purpose of capital investment and expansions. One issuance
was raised for the purpose of meeting operational requirements. It is noteworthy that none of the bond
issuances were raised for the purposes of refinancing. In itself, refinancing is not bad but productive
purposes are preferable.

15%
10%
5%
0%

The ZSE has plans to launch a bond market by 2016. A secondary market for bonds will nest liquidity in the
credit market. The bond market will also allow investors with a short term investment duration to participate
in bonds with the prospect of exiting before bonds mature. But the functioning of a secondary does not
need to wait for the ZSE bond market to be established. Institutional investors with varying liquidity status
can trade bonds when necessary. Research and analysis into bonds will facilitate such secondary trading.
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Bonds – Here to stay?
Why bonds, now?
Bond issuances peaked in the last two years. The majority
of corporate bonds raised in 2013 and 2014 were oversubscribed. The sustainability of the bond market boom is
in question. To test the market’s sustainability we explain
the interest in this asset class.
Growth in issuances contrasts the slowing and illiquid
bank loan market which faces rising bad debts. We
believe the following are reasons why the bond market
has and will continue to blossom.

securities have become an alternative for long term credit.
On the other hand institutional investors interested in
long term assets find long duration bonds desirable.

Year

Value

Coupon rate

Purpose

IDBZ

2012

$30mil

10%

Finance the Zimbabwe Electricity Transmission
and Distribution Company

ZSE

2013

$1.5mil

8%

Fund implementation process of the Automated
Trading System (ATS) project

IDBZ

2014

$65mil

8%

Upgrading of a small power plant in Harare and
contribute towards expanding the 750MW
Kariba hydro power station

CBZ

2012

$200mil

6.5%

Finance infrastructure investment and
development

RBZ

2014

$20mil

Libor+6%

Mobilising foreign exchange for meeting import
requirements

20%

Fidelity Life

2014

$10mil

10%

Finance low cost housing

19%

Bindura
Nickel Corp

2014

$20mil

10%

Restarting of the BNC smelter

Bank Loans and GDP
24%

12,5

23%

10

22%

7,5

US$billions

Loan-deposits Mis-match
The deposit- loan mismatch in the banking sector is
restraining issuance of long term loans. Fixed income

The table below shows a sample of bonds that have been issued in recent years.
Bond Issuer

High Bank loan rates
Illiquidity in the market compounded by rising defaults is
pushing up loan interest rates. In looking for affordable
alternative funding sources, companies are looking towards
bonds for capital.

15

Prescribed Assets
Government now requires institutional investors (pension
funds and assurance companies) to invest a certain
proportion of their assets in what it describes as “prescribed
assets”. Most of the bonds that have been issued in recent
years are classified as part of prescribed assets.

For current investors, investment in bonds is done with the intent of holding securities until their maturity. We think that these bond investors should be satisfied with the current coupon rates as they are
high enough to remain attractive should interest rates rise.

21%

5
2,5
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Bank Assets

2014
GDP

Bank Assets/GDP%

Picking the Right Bonds
With a continued proliferation of fixed income, we expect corporate bonds to become an important
and prioritised allocation of institutional investors. We expect institutional investor questions to
migrate from: Should we be investing in bonds, to which bonds are suitable for our portfolio?
Below we have provided an approach to consider in weeding out risky bonds and left with high grade
ones.
CREDIT RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

DESCRIPTION

Macros

•
•

Economic growth
Interest and inflation rates

Regulation and Society

•
•

Industry regulation and laws
Society’s view of the company and pressure groups

Industry

•
•
•

Industry cyclicality
Industry/market growth
Industry competitiveness

Quality of Company

•
•
•
•
•

Earnings visibility
Balance sheet strength
Competitiveness of the company
Company growth projection
Cash generation

Credit quality

•
•
•

Stress testing
Probability and severity of default
Credit rating

How safe are
Government bonds?

Government external debt

Are government bonds of better quality than
corporate bonds? We find it odd that state bonds
backed by a heavily-indebted government are still
issued at lower coupon rate than of companies with
more predictable cash flows. In the last two years
the average coupon rate for companies has averaged
9% while government bonds have been issued in
the range of 5.5%. On average the bond spread has
hovered in the range of 3.5%.
Below we have attempted to assess the safety of
government bonds using the following metrics:
External debt/Exports; Public debt/Government
revenue; and External debt/GDP.

2015f

2014est

2013

2012

-2,88

2011

(US$bl)

Current Account Balance 2011-‐2015

100%
12
80%
60%

8

40%

Total external debt
(US$ millions, e.o.p.)

2015f

2014est

2013

2012

0

2011

4

US$bn

On average sovereign bonds make up 40% of the
global bond market. Data by the Reserve Bank of
Zimbabwe shows that government bonds including
treasury bills (TBs) held by commercial and merchant
banks have grown by 113% to $238 million between
August 2013 and August 2014. This year alone
the RBZ/Treasury is reported to have issued nearly
$500million worth of bonds which dwarfs the total
value of pure corporate bonds outstanding.
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This indicator captures size of debt in relation to the
resource base, total economy. In principle the size and
growth of the debt should not exceed those of the
economy. In Zimbabwe, IMF forecasts point to external
debt levels that will outgrow the economy. Currently the
two figures are believed to be close to being at par.
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A large current account deficit has left Zimbabwe
vulnerable to external financing shocks. Government
efforts to reduce imports and boost exports are expected
to decelerate the rate at which debt is growing but not
reverse accumulation of debt anytime soon.
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Based on the three measures outlined above we
believe government bonds present a significant risk
of defaulting. If quality of bonds is the only factor to
determine coupon rates we believe government bonds
should be issued at higher rates.

The current mismatch between deposits and loans
gives credence to the idea of mortgage backed
securities. Not only does such an investment
product inject liquidity into banks but it also
provides institutional investors with equity-like
returns and bonds-like risk.
Risk assessment of the securitised assets would
be undertaken by credit rating agencies providing
investors with a full appreciation of the full extent
of the risk they are assuming.

Asset Backed Securities
•

•

•

300%
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Securitization is the process of taking an illiquid
asset, or group of assets, and through structured
finance transform them into asset backed
securities with regular and secured streams of
income. In essence the right to receive that
stream of income is sold to an investor for an
upfront payment. Securitised assets or asset
backed securities (ABCs) help to create liquidity in
a market such as Zimbabwe.

Debt Affordability
15

funding for capital projects through MAB securities
that securitise pledges of certain revenue streams
such as garbage collection and parking fees.

Real estate backed securities
What is securitisation?

Total external debt is in multiples of revenue. It is expected
to peak in 2015 at approximately 375%. For healthy
indebtedness the ratio is expected to be in the range of
20-25%. Since 2009, on average arrears have constituted
almost half of the outstanding external debt suggesting
that total government is barely settling interest payments
let alone reducing the debt.

0%

-3,36

Zimbabwe needs new financial and investment
products to address challenges of the current times.
Almost 100% of assets held today are in products
that have been in existence for more than ten years.

Percent of GDP

Source: IMF, ZIMstat and RBZ
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Asset Backed Securities (ABS) - Liquidity

•

Consumer ABS are supported by income from
household financial assets such as credit card
payments, car loans and student loans.
Corporate ABS are backed by pools of
debt including corporate bank loans, bond
obligations and real estate mortgages.
Commercial ABS are backed by business cash
flows including trade receivables, loans, and any
form of leases including buildings and equipment.
Whole Business ABS is backed by cash flows
from operating assets such as franchise
royalties, brand royalties, and billboard leases.

Municipal Asset-backed Securities
(MABS)
MAB securities are an overdue product. Cities such
as Harare and Bulawayo are in need of capital to
improve service delivery. Municipalities could access

The long term nature of real estate backed
securities is appropriate for assurers and pension
funds who hold long term liabilities. Long
durations and downside protections are also
attractive features in a thin fixed income market
such as the current one.

Why Securitisation
Investing in securitisation is an easy and safe way
to get fixed income exposure to an industry. In
a conventional bond, a company may use up the
income it receives and not have enough left to
pay an investor. For a securitised investment, the
payment to the investor is paid directly from the
stream of income. There is therefore minimal
exposure to the operational risk of the company
selling the income stream in a securitised bond.
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